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Hooksett, NH PROCON LLC has named Michael Yeatman and James Grant as new members of
the company’s leadership team, joining managing directors John Stebbins and Jennifer Stebbins
Thomas and co-presidents James Loft, AIA, and Lance Bennett and the rest of the corporate team. 

Yeatman is PROCON’s vice president of construction with 12 years of service at the company,
offering extensive knowledge and experience in field and project management of large commercial
construction projects. Yeatman’s expertise is with PROCON’s design-build delivery method and
ensuring a smooth project delivery for clients. Some of Yeatman’s most notable projects include the
13-story mixed-use Alloy Condos and The Row Hotel at Assembly Row’s Block 5A in Somerville,
MA; nine-story Station Landing dual brand hotel in Medford, MA; Monarch Assisted Living Facility in
Weymouth, MA; and the National Emergence Infectious Disease Laboratory BSL4 for Boston
Medical Center in Boston. 

Grant, PE, is vice president of construction at PROCON and entering his 2nd year with the
company. Leveraging his experience as both a structural engineer and construction manager, he is
known for his ability to multitask complex, multimillion-dollar projects with an eye toward the crucial
details contributing to project excellence. His accomplishments include successful and
award-winning construction projects for retail, multifamily residential, office buildings, and
manufacturing facilities. 



Some of his notable projects include the Shops at Billerica in Billerica, MA; Pointe Place Mixed-Use
in Dover, NH and Wellington Parkside Apartments, Everett, MA.

“Michael and James exhibit all of the characteristics of the company ethos that have made
PROCON a leading architectural and construction management firm and, more importantly, a great
place to work,” said John Stebbins. “They come to work every day striving to provide our clients with
creative solutions and exceptional service while helping to make everyone around them a valued
contributor to that process. We look forward to having them at the leadership table and know that
their continued contributions will help lay a foundation for our future as a company for years to
come.”

“We could not have chosen two more qualified people to receive this promotion,” said Jennifer
Stebbins Thomas. “They have earned the respect of their colleagues and our clients and have been
a big part of our success over their tenure. We are thrilled to have their ideas, skills, and creativity
added to our leadership team.”
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